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The superconducting wired-wall cavity for ESR and ENDOR experiments 
at the V-band region has been improved to attain a stable operation with high 
Q-value at liquid helium temperature. The cavity is attached to the bottom of 
the metal dewar， referred to as a thermal conduction-type cavity， while the 
previous cavity is immersed directly into liquid helium and is subjected to a 
direct bubbling of liquid. Experiment at 4.2 K has revealed that the superlωn-
ducting wired-wall cavity can be lowered by thermal conduction to well below 
the critical temperature of tbe material used (T c包 10K)，and that the overall 



























































































































































写真2 2種の型の Cavityの Q-depth
(a)， (b)， (c) 従来の型の Cavity
(d)， (e) 熱伝導型 Cavity
4.1 得られた Q-depth







































ー (AlgOa;Cr3つ試料の ESRおよび ENDORの一連
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